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1. Introduction

Achieving safe human–robot interaction becomes crucial with
the developments of many robotics fields such as rehabilitation,
assistance, service, wearables, and haptics. To this end, research-
ers have explored alternatives to conventional fully rigid actuation
methods such as soft actuators and electromechanical motors
combined with elastic elements. Soft actuators using pneu-
matics,[1] hydraulics,[2,3] elastomers,[4] and smart materials[5] have
proven to enhance the user’s safety.[6,7] This category also
includes variable stiffness soft actuators relying on jamming[8,9]

or smart materials.[5,10] However, soft actuators suffer from
complex modeling, difficult control, low actuation speed, and

bulky power supplies.[11,12] This study
focuses on the alternative compliant actu-
ation method that uses conventional actua-
tors coupled with elastic elements such as
series elastic actuators (SEAs) and variable
stiffness actuators (VSAs), which show
better performance regarding the afore-
mentioned soft actuators limitations.

SEAs[13–19] consist of actuators con-
nected to elastic elements and loads in
series.[20] The elastic elements serve three
main purposes: 1) storing and releasing
energy, thus improving energy
efficiency,[21] 2) converting the force control
problem to a position control problem due
to the well-defined relationship between
elastic deformation and output force,[20]

and 3) reducing peak forces on the motor
and user during impact, thereby improving
safety.[22] However, SEAs usually hinder
the actuator’s bandwidth, thus limiting
the performance. Moreover, they cannot
adapt their stiffness with respect to the
different loads and conditions, which can
cause undesired oscillations.[23]

Unlike SEAs, VSAs[24–26] tune the stiffness of their elastic
elements to adapt their compliance and bandwidth to changing
environments and conditions. For example, higher-stiffness
configurations enable faster response and better fidelity perfor-
mance, while lower-stiffness configurations reduce the impact of
collision and achieve safer and more stable force and torque out-
put. VSAs are categorized into three general groups based on
how they vary their stiffness: spring pretension, changing trans-
mission, and changing physical properties of springs.[20,27] While
each of these categories has specific assets and liabilities, they
suffer from a common limitation: the need for extra components
and mechanisms[20,28,29] which leads to an increase in complex-
ity, weight, size, and time of assembly.[30] These challenges set
back the ability of VSAs to target applications requiring
miniaturized devices with multi-degree-of-freedom (DoF) force
outputs[16] such as wearable devices and haptics.

To address mechanical complexity issues of VSAs, researchers
have investigated the use of flexure hinges for compliant mech-
anisms. Flexure-based mechanisms enable the design of minia-
turized, compact, and lightweight multi-DoF mechanisms and
robots with a reduced number of components.[31–36] In VSA,
existing studies[27,37–39] use flexure hinges and mechanisms as
variable stiffness elements. In these works, the flexure mecha-
nisms only serve as compliant springs and attachments connect-
ing the motor to the linkages or other transmission components,
which do not solve the complexity issues of VSAs. Moreover,
flexure-based mechanisms’ stiffness is often found by
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Series elastic actuators (SEAs) and variable elastic actuators (VSAs) provide shock
resistance, energy storage, and stable force control. However, they usually
require extra springs, mechanical parts, and transmissions, increasing size,
weight, number of moving parts, and reducing the mechanical efficiency. In
particular, this mechanical complexity is one of the significant challenges in the
design of wearable and scalable force feedback devices. In this article, flexure
variable stiffness actuators (F-VSAs), which combine kinematic transmission,
elasticity, and stiffness modulation via a network of folding patterns using flexure
hinges, are presented. Thus, F-VSAs allow the creation of robots benefiting from
the advantages of SEAs and VSAs without hindering form factor or mechanical
efficiency. To illustrate the design strategy of F-VSAs, a 4-design-of-freedom
(DoF) robot that provides stiffness and force output is presented. An analytical
model that estimates the inherent stiffness and the end-effector force output for
any given configuration of the folding pattern is proposed. Finally, stiffness
modulation and force control of the robot are implemented and good agreement
with the predictions from the model is observed. Thus, this novel design strategy
allows the creation of compact and scalable robots with stiffness and force output
for wearable, rehabilitation, and haptic applications.
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experimental characterizations due to difficult modeling. This is
accentuated in mechanisms with complex folding patterns and
closed kinematics chains.

In this article, we present flexure variable stiffness actuators
(F-VSAs) that address the mechanical complexity of VSAs by
combining kinematic transmission, elasticity, and variable stiff-
ness in repeating folding patterns, as shown in Figure 1. The
folding patterns are composed of flexure hinges, which act as
virtual springs and add elasticity to the system. By virtue of their
design, the overall stiffness of F-VSAs is a function of the folding
pattern configuration, which can be modulated using actuators.
The flexure-based folds serve as links and joints defining the
kinematics of a system. Thus, by combining all in one, they
do not need extra elastic elements and mechanisms to achieve
variable stiffness. Furthermore, our general stiffness modeling
approach based on the matrix structural analysis (MSA) method
enables the estimation of the stiffness of F-VSAs at different con-
figurations for any folding pattern. Hence, the model allows the
modulation of stiffness and force output by the active control of
the folding pattern configuration.

Using this method, we create a 4-DoF F-VSA system that
provides stiffness and force output. The device uses eight
motors at its periphery to actuate the central end-effector
and control stiffness and force output. We conduct stiffness
modulation and force control experiments and verify that
we can modulate the stiffness and force output of the system.
The proposed model successfully predicts the actual behavior
in the entire workspace. Thus, our F-VSA method proposes a
new paradigm toward compact multi-DoF robot designs for
many robotics fields such as wearables, rehabilitation, and
haptics, which require mechanical force and torque control
stability.

The main contributions of this work are: 1) F-VSAs,
A novel actuation system design that improves mechanical
complexity and compactness of state-of-the-art VSAs; 2) a
comprehensive modeling of F-VSAs to map achievable stiffness
for any configuration; and 3) design, prototyping, and control of a
4-DoF F-VSA system and experimental validation of the
prototype.

2. Flexure Variable Stiffness Actuator Overview

This section describes the F-VSA and compares design and
capabilities with other elastic actuators such as SEAs and
VSAs. To allow force and stiffness control of our system, we also
introduce a method to model the stiffness that can be applied to
any F-VSA design.

2.1. F-VSA Design and Features

F-VSA is an alternative to SEAs and VSAs. It reduces the
mechanical complexity to enable miniaturized robot design
providing force and stiffness output with a compact form factor.
To illustrate how the F-VSA differs from SEAs and VSAs, we
represent these three concepts in Figure 2. The SEAs and
VSAs are composed of the following elements.

End-Effector: The point of the system that interacts with the
environment is end-effector. Elastic actuators aim at controlling
the force and position at the end-effector.

Elastic Elements: They add compliance to the system and
generate force and torque based on their compression or tension.
For SEAs and VSAs, springs are often used as elastic elements.

Actuators: They control the elastic elements and therefore the
force output at the end-effector.

Transmissions: They define the kinematics, speed, and force
characteristics of the actuator.

Unlike SEAs, VSAs add extra actuators, elastic elements, con-
nectors, friction reducers, and mechanisms with different
approaches to achieve variable stiffness,[20,30] increasing the
mechanical complexity. As an alternative to SEAs and VSAs,
F-VSAs utilize flexure patterns as both kinematic transmission
and elastic elements. The inherent stiffness of the flexure joints
used in the transmission defines the overall stiffness of the sys-
tem. Therefore, by changing the configuration, one can vary the
overall stiffness and control the force output and position of the
end-effector. Furthermore, the flexure joint reduces the number
of mechanical parts and components required for achieving
multi-DoF structures, as shown in Figure 2b. Thus, this method
significantly reduces the mechanical complexity and bulkiness of

LinksJoints

F-VSA System
Resting position

10 mm

Translation Normal Rotation

x̂ ŷ

ẑ
^

x,^ ŷ

ẑ

^

Figure 1. The F-VSA system is composed of several compliant four-bar linkages connected to each other with folding hinges and the out-of-plane mech-
anism in the center serving as end-effector. These diamonds dictate the kinematics of the platform and serve as series elastic elements, thanks to their
built-in compliance, which act as virtual springs. Moreover, by reconfiguring the diamonds’ geometry, this platform can vary the stiffness of these virtual
springs. Thus, this device can render variable stiffness and forces by controlling its configuration. It allows the design of compact devices, thanks to the
compliant diamond patterns and hinges that combine transmission mechanisms, elastic elements, and variable stiffness.
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the system by combining many functionalities in flexure
transmission and ensuring mechanical efficiency and reduced
assembly complexity.

Although improving the compactness of a force–output
system by reducing the mechanical complexity, F-VSAs come
with a stiffness modeling challenge, especially for multi-DoF
systems. They require a general stiffness modeling of flexure
transmission to estimate the overall stiffness at any configura-
tion. The model needs to take into account material properties,
geometric parameters, and any type of kinematic chains. For
these reasons, we use the MSA method for stiffness modeling
of F-VSAs.

2.2. MSA Method Overview

To actively control the stiffness and force output of F-VSAs by
changing their configuration, we study its all-inclusive stiffness
model by considering initial and boundary conditions, material
properties, and dimensions. In this article, we use the MSA
method[40] to model the stiffness of F-VSAs. Compared with
two other stiffness modeling methods virtual joint modeling
(VJM)[41] and finite-element analyses (FEA)[42] in the literature,
the MSA has less computational expensiveness than the FEA
method and also considers the flexibility of the links compared
with VJM. Particularly, Klimchik et al.[43] presents a systematic
approach to applying MSA method to a large range of mecha-
nisms in their study. Their approach is compatible with overcon-
strained parallel mechanisms with closed-loop chains, flexible
links, and joints, making it the most suitable method to model
the stiffness of F-VSAs.

The MSA method proposed by Klimchik et al.[43] can be
achieved in four steps summarized in Figure 6a.

2.2.1. System Description

System description describes the mechanical system as a collec-
tion of elements which is composed of nodes, links, joints,
platform, and boundary conditions.

1) The nodes are the basic elements of the system. The force–-
displacement relations between them are what define links and
joints. A link is described with two nodes, while a joint can con-
nect more than two nodes together. In addition, boundary con-
ditions affect some nodes that can be under external loading.
This is the case for the end-effector node.

2) Joints can be rigid, passive, or elastic and connect link, base,
and platform. While rigid joints fully transmit displacement and
force conditions between nodes, passive and elastic joints are
defined with one or multiple DoF in rotation and translation.
Finally, the force transmitted along the free axis can be null
for the passive joints or defined by a stiffness matrix for the elas-
tic joint.

3) Links can be either rigid or flexible. While rigid links
assume that the distance between nodes is kept constant, flexible
links are defined using the stiffness matrix of the element. The
latter can have a beam shape to simplify the problem or a com-
plex geometry from which stiffness coefficients are extracted
using a computer-aided design (CAD)-based method.[44]

4) In a parallel manipulator, the platform connects the differ-
ent branches of the system to the end-effector node. Similar to
the links, the platform can be either rigid or flexible by including
stiffness coefficients.

Pin jointEnd effector Spring Virtual spring

Series Elastic Actuator
(SEA)

TM

MotorsM T Transmissions

Flexure Variable Stiffness Actuator
(F-VSA)

Variable Stiffness Actuator
(VSA)

TM

TM

(a)

(b)

M

M
Flexure 

transmission

Flexure transmission

F-VSA components

Actuators

SEA-VSA components

LinearTorsional Compliant

Elastic elements

PinPrismatic

Joints

Worm driveBelt drive Rack & pinionGears

TransmissionsFriction reducers

Ball screw Ball bearing

Connectors

Cables ScrewsstuN sediuG

Actuators

Figure 2. Comparison of SEAs, VSAs, and F-VSAs. SEAs are generally composed of many types of components such as joints, transmissions, connectors,
elastic elements, and friction reducers. SEAs cannot adapt the stiffness of their springs to changing conditions. On the other hand, VSAs can vary the stiffness
of their elastic elements using additional aforementioned components and extra actuators. However, they suffer frommechanical complexity and bulkiness.
As a new approach, F-VSAs incorporate all these components in their flexure transmission, which has virtual springs at its joints and defines the system’s
kinematics. We can control the configuration of the flexure transmission to dictate the overall stiffness of the system. Thus, F-VSAmethod offers a solution to
the mechanical complexity issue of VSAs. These three approaches and their design components are summarized in (a) and (b).
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5) The boundary conditions are defined by the connections
between the aforementioned elements and the system base.
This category also includes the external wrenches applied on
some of the nodes, necessary to constrain the system entirely.

2.2.2. Force–Displacement Relations

For each element, we write all force–displacement relations in
the matrix form as follows.

AW AΔt½ � ⋅ W
Δt

� �
¼ b0½ � (1)

W and Δt correspond respectively to the wrench and displace-
ments variables along the three rotation and translation axes. AW

and AΔt are the coefficients matrices corresponding toW and Δt,
respectively. b0 is the right-hand side of the corresponding
equation/constraints, such as preloadings or external wrenches.

If we write (1) for links and joints with two nodes, we have 12
equations corresponding to the number of rows. In the case of
joints linking three or a higher number of nodes, we will have six
more equations per node. Finally, we have six equations for the
boundary conditions.

2.2.3. Matrix Aggregation

This method requires the concatenation of all the element matri-
ces of Equation (1) into a larger linear matrix equation. The latter
should contain the end-effector node equations in the last rows,
such as

A B
C D

� �
⋅ μ

Δte

� �
¼ b

We

� �
(2)

with B, C, and D as the coefficients associated with the end-
effector node and equations, and A the remaining equation
coefficient. Force and displacement variables are aggregated in
μ while Δte is a vector of the six displacement variables of the
end-effector. Finally, b and We are the initial conditions of the
different elements and end-effectors, respectively.

2.2.4. Solving the System

Consequently, we can derive the relation between end-effector
displacement Δte and force We from the equation

We ¼ ðD� C ⋅ A�1 ⋅ BÞ ⋅ Δte þ C ⋅ A�1 ⋅ b (3)

from which one can extract the desired stiffness matrix

Kc ¼ D� C ⋅ A�1 ⋅ B (4)

and the constant force component

W0
e ¼ C ⋅ A�1 ⋅ b (5)

To get a further understanding, we made an application
example of the MSA method applied on a four-bar linkage in
Appendix 7.3.

3. F-VSA System: A 4-DoF Device with Force and
Stiffness Output

Based on the design method of Section 2.1, we created an F-VSA
system as a proof of concept. Our compliant structure provides
force transmission, series elasticity, and variable stiffness and
force output. First, this section describes the design and working
principle of the F-VSA system. Then, we demonstrate that we can
manufacture the F-VSA elements using several methods. Finally,
we described our structure to apply the analytic model of
Section 2.2 and used it to develop a control strategy for the
F-VSA system.

3.1. Design and Capabilities

We demonstrate the F-VSA design principle through a proof of
concept shown in Figure 1. This design is a highly redundant
kinematic structure used as a 4-DoF haptic system able to render
force and stiffness output. It consists of a grid of 12 diamond
patterns linked together by compliant pin joints and an out-of-
plane mechanism in the center. The latter acts as the end-effector
for user interaction and can move in translation in the x̂, ŷ, and ẑ
axes, and rotation in the ẑ axis. The external vertices of the outer
eight diamond patterns are attached to linear servo motors
through compliant hinge joints. The motors control the exten-
sion/contraction of the eight outer diamonds, as shown in
Figure 3, which defines the input space of the device. These
motors change the geometry of the outer diamond patterns,
which changes the overall stiffness at the end-effector. When
the diamonds are in the extended state, the stiffness is high,
and when the diamonds are in the compressed state, the stiffness
is low.

The F-VSA system is composed of the following types of
repeating elements.

Diamond Pattern: This component primarily serves as the stiff-
ness and transmission element of the device. It consists of four
rigid tiles connected to each other with flexible hinges, such that
it forms a closed-chain rhombus when viewed from the top. Its
displacement is defined by the compression/extension in the
diagonal directions.

Out-of-Plane Mechanism: The main objective of this compo-
nent is to generate out-of-plane motion in the F-VSA. It is a trans-
mission that consists of a square with compliant pin joints along
the diagonals and the lines joining midpoints of opposite edges.
This divides the square into eight triangles with joints that alter-
nate their direction of rotation. When the corner points of the
square are pushed in, the mechanism pushes the central point
out of the plane, as shown in Figure 3a. Its displacement is thus
defined by the planar motion of the corner points of the square
and the out-of-plane motion of its central point. We design the
compliant pin joints of the out-of-plane mechanism to have neg-
ligible compliance compared with the diamonds.

Actuator: This is the active component, whose main objective
is to generate motion in the structure. It can be connected to
either the diamond or the out-of-plane mechanism.

When combined together, networks of diamond and out-of-
plane mechanisms can generate highly redundant motions with
nonlinear stiffness characteristics. When different sections are
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actively controlled with actuating elements, we can get a control-
lable surface that is compact, compliant, capable of moving in
multiple directions, and can generate a large range of force
and stiffness output along multiple DoF. We consider two main
types of outputs.

Stiffness Control: When deformed, internal restoring forces are
developed at the joints of the device, which are transmitted to the
end-effector when the latter moves. Due to the multiple joints in
the system, this restoring force depends on the structure’s geom-
etry in addition to the materials used for making pin joints.
By controlling the actuators, we can reconfigure the structure’s
geometry, thereby tuning the natural stiffness at the end-effector.

Force Control: The second way of producing force and
stiffness output is by actively controlling the position of the
motors. Due to the elasticity of the overall structure, these forces
are generated indirectly through the deformation of the compli-
ant joints.

3.2. Manufacturing Methods

Our platform relies on the stiffness of the compliant pin joint to
modulate the force at the end-effector. Achieving such a device
using conventional pin joints and springs is possible at the cost
of a time-consuming assembly that would result in a bulkier
platform. On the other hand, compliant joint combines spring
and pin joint in a compact and assembly-free embodiment.
They are also exempt from backlash, wear, and frictions and
can be achieved through several manufacturing strategies. The
choice of the latter depends on the application, the ability to tune
the stiffness of the joints, and the fabrication time. We attempted
to fabricate our device using the four following manufacturing
processes.

Multimaterial 3D Printing: This technology benefits from all
the advantages of conventional 3D printers and allows fast
and assembly-free prototyping. We used Connex 500 to 3D print
a diamond composed of flexible (Tango) and rigid (Vero) materi-
als. With this technology, the stiffness of the joints is directly
related to the material thickness and can be tuned by modifying
the design parameters. However, we observed that the flexible
material is prone to break after several folding of the joints.

Laser Sintering: This manufacturing process produces assem-
bly-free and robust prototypes. We used the EOSINT P 395 to 3D
print our complete device, using PA 2200 as material. This
method uses a laser that sinters the PA 2200 powder layer by layer
to create 3D structures. We designed a thin layer of the material to
make compliant pin joints and tune their stiffness by modifying
the layer’s thicknesses. We create the links using a larger material
thickness. However, laser resolution limits the material size,
which does not allow the fabrication of low-stiffness joints.

Laser Cutting of Flexible Materials: This method uses a laser to
cut a flexible material. We used a high-precision customUV laser
to cut a rubber layer of 1 mm thickness. This manufacturing
method is fast, assembly free, and easily scalable. Similar to
the laser-sintering process, joints and link stiffnesses are defined
by the thickness, material, and design parameters of the layer.
Nevertheless, larger stiffnesses require increased link and joint
dimensions, which can be challenging for small devices.

Origami Manufacturing: This method consists of assembling
layers of functional materials in 2D and folding the resulting
stack to create a 3D structure. This manufacturing strategy allows
the creation of compact, scalable, and highly customizable
robots, known as Origami robots or Robogami.[31,33,34,45–49]

We fabricated this prototype of the F-VSA system with Kapton
for the flexural joints and fiberglass FR4 for rigid tiles. Kapton

Pin joint Virtual spring

(a) (b)

(c)

Stiffness control

Force control

End-effector displacement

High stiffness Low stiffness

Force generatedLinear motors

x̂

ŷ

ẑ

Figure 3. Working principle of the F-VSA system. a) The F-VSA system is composed of compliant joints that act as pin joints and virtual torsional springs.
b) By controlling the configuration of the diamonds, we can vary and control the stiffness of the end-effector. c) Moreover, our device can generate force in
a specific direction at the end-effector that can be controlled by changing the system’s configuration.
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has been proven to be a reliable and durable material that can
withstand numerous folding cycles at high speed[50] and is there-
fore suitable for the F-VSA system’s joints. Our origami-inspired
layer-by-layer fabrication process is described in detail in
Section 3.3. This manufacturing method allows tuning material
property, design, and thickness to create durable joints and links
with different properties. However, the downsides of this
method are caused by the minimal assembly and folding process,
which are time-consuming.

The resulting devices are shown in Figure 4. The aforemen-
tioned limitations of multimaterial 3D printing, laser sintering,
and laser cutting could be solved using more suitable material
andmore precise machining. We selected the design dimensions
of these prototypes by considering the constraints imposed by
manufacturing machines, such as printing, cutting area, or
process resolution. In this study, as robustness and stiffness
modulation are essential criteria, we fabricate our device using
the origami manufacturing technique detailed in the next
section. The resulting device design is large enough to enable
an easy manual assembly and folding process and have its
end-effector manipulated by hand.

3.3. Origami Fabrication of the F-VSA System

The origami pattern presented in this article is novel and has
been created to achieve our platform design. We wanted to create
a metamaterial that would be highly reconfigurable to play with

the inherent stiffness of its joints. We were strongly inspired by
the kirigami pattern and folding process presented by Neville,[51]

but changed the honeycombs into squares, constraining the
structure to have a positive Poisson ratio. Our new pattern, as
well as the folding sequence to achieve the F-VSA system, is
shown in Figure 5. This pattern also includes holes that are visi-
ble in Figure 1. They are used to insert pins that align flexible and
rigid layers during the assembly process. After creating and glu-
ing this stack of functional layers, we fold half of the squares on
themselves and insert extra water-bomb origami in the resulting
interstices. The central square is the gap in which the platform,
which is also an origami water-bomb, is fixed onto. This folding
sequence allows the making of the internal diamonds that com-
press or expand to modulate the stiffness of the platform. Finally,
we cut out the extra links and joints and fix the F-VSA system’s
external diamonds to the servo motors.

Our current prototype is made from three material layers: a
0.2mm-thick Fr4 that is rigid and defines the system’s links,
a 0.05mm-thick Kapton that creates the elastic joints, and one
layer of Polymelt 701 used to glue Kapton and Fr4. First, we com-
bine Kapton and Polymelt and laser cut the result into the pat-
terns presented by the first step of Figure 5. With the help of
alignments pins, we stack the Fr4 on the part that needs to be
made rigid and fix it by melting the Polymelt using a heat press.
Finally, the additional water bomb and platform are created with
the same method and integrated into the main structure during
the folding process by heat pressing.

Multi-materials 3D printing
Tango & Vero

Laser-sintering
PPA 220

Origami manufacturing
Kapton/Fr4/Polymelt 701

Laser-cutting
Rubber

Figure 4. Proof of concept using four manufacturing methods. We explored four manufacturing strategies to fabricate our system: multimaterial 3D
printing, laser sintering, laser cutting of flexible material, and origami manufacturing. All the scales of this figure have a 10mm length. For each method,
we made a proof of concept demonstrating that our design is independent of the fabrication method. Regarding the multimaterial 3D-printed prototype,
only one diamond was built. We make the final prototype using the origami manufacturing method due to its robustness and ability to tune the stiffnesses
of the hinges.

Origami patterns

Fold 

Add waterbombs
and platform

Remove 
outline

Origami grid

Fold half 
the internal squares

Haptic Origami 
Platform

x8

Figure 5. Origami folding sequence of the F-VSA system. First, the F-VSA system’s pattern is laser cut on a flexible layer. The first folding process creates
origami squares, of which half are folded on themselves to create interstices. Extra waterbombs are placed in these interstices, and the platform, also
made out of a water-bomb pattern, is attached to the origami’s central square. Extra external links and joints are removed from the resulting structure to
create the final origami and attach it to the servo motors.
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3.4. System Description for the MSA

To apply the MSA method to the F-VSA system, first, we
assign the elements and nodes as described in the first
step of the procedure presented in Section 2.2. The F-VSA sys-
tem has 52 flexible links, 76 passive or elastic joints, and one
flexible platform for a total of 109 nodes, as shown in Figure 6.

The links are composed of Kapton, FR4, and Polymelt.
As the thickness and stiffness of Fr4 is significantly larger than
the others, we assume that only the latter contribute to the link
stiffness. We approximate the links as beams of 12.5 mm length,
25mm width, and 1mm thickness and assume FR4 Young’s
modulus and Poisson coefficient as 24� 109 and 0.136.

When it comes to the joints, as shown by Figure 6, the F-VSA
system model requires three types of rotary joints: one-DoF
Elastic (solid ellipse), one-DoF passive (dashed ellipse), and joints
with one-DoF elastic and one-DoF passive (solid and dashed
ellipse). We assume that joints that are not connected to the plat-
form are elastic joints with one rotational DoF along the ẑ axis.
The stiffnesses of joints are not identical as they are composed of
a different number of layers due to our manufacturing process
discussed in Appendix 7.3. Overall, the joints have four different
stiffness values, as shown in Figure 6 with a color map. It is worth
noting that we assume that joints shown with white color have
zero stiffness because their stiffness is significantly lower than
the rest. The joints connected to the central nodes C1,2,3,4 have

an elastic DoF along the ẑ axis and a passive DoF along the ŷ axis
represented by the arrows in Figure 6a. This passive DoF is the
same for the joints directly connected to the platform.

Finally, after assigning all the elements to the F-VSA system’s
links and joints, we apply the MSA technique[43] step by step as
summarized in Section 2.2. The details of the elements’ matrix
are given in Appendix 7.2. Consequently, we aggregate the MSA
model components in the form of (2). Then, we derive the relation
between end-effector displacement Δte and wrench We as follows.

We ð6�1Þ ¼ ðDð6�6Þ � Cð6�1296Þ ⋅ A�1
ð1296�1296Þ ⋅ Bð1296�6ÞÞ

⋅ Δte ð6�1Þ þ Cð6�1296Þ ⋅ A�1
ð1296�1296Þ ⋅ bð1296�1Þ

(6)

from which one can extract the desired stiffness matrix

Kcð6�6Þ ¼ Dð6�6Þ � Cð6�1296Þ ⋅ A�1
ð1296�1296Þ ⋅ Bð1296�6Þ (7)

and the force and torque values at initial condition

W0
e ð6�1Þ ¼ Cð6�1296Þ ⋅ A�1

ð1296�1296Þ ⋅ bð1296�1Þ (8)

Using Equation (6)–(8), we can calculate the stiffness of the F-
VSA’s end-effector position based on its configurations.
Furthermore, we can find the force output at both initial and cur-
rent configurations. Thus, the proposed model allows to control
the stiffness and force output of the F-VSAs.

(b)

Node

Link

End-effector

Linear actuator

1 DoF elastic joint

2 DoF elastic-passive joint

(c)

C1 C2

C3C4

Stiffnesses
M1y M2y

M2x

M3x

M3yM4y

M4x

M1x

Platform

(a)

Aggregate (2):3.

Force vector: 

Solve (3) to get  4.

Stiffness matrix: 

Elements' force-displacement relation as: 2.System description as elements:1.
Nodes

(2)

(3)(5) (6)

Joints 

Rigid/Passive/Elastic

Boudaries
conditions

Links Platform

Rigid/Flexible

Figure 6. Description of the F-VSA system for the MSA method: a) A summary of the four steps of the MSA method. First, the system is described as five
categories of elements and their associated types. For each element, write the force–displacement relation as matrix and aggregate them. Finally, in step
4, the submatrices of this aggregation allow finding the stiffness matrix and force vector relation. b,c) The locations of nodes, rigid links, and elastic and
passive joints. The different stiffnesses of the joints that occur because of the folding process are indicated with a color code. b) The top view of the system
and the orientation of the joints basis. The points C and M represent the four central nodes and the eight motors of the F-VSA system, respectively.
c) Subpart of the F-VSA system and the nodes’ locations and the stiffnesses distribution among the joints.
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3.5. Force and Stiffness Control Strategy

We present a strategy to control the force and stiffness of the
F-VSA system. By virtue of its interconnected compliant
elements, the F-VSA system acts as a multiaxis and variable
stiffness SEA. Thus, by driving the F-VSA system to a specific
configuration, we actively control its stiffness and force output
in x̂, ŷ, ẑ, and θ̂ directions, where θ corresponds to rotation in
the ẑ axis. To achieve that, we use eight linear actuators to mod-
ulate the position of the diamonds’ attachment points. By chang-
ing the compression of the diamonds, we drive the end-effector
to its new position, which minimizes the overall energy stored in
all joints’ virtual springs. After the configuration change, there
are two cases: either the end-effector’s position stays the same
or is moved. In the first case, we modify the energy required
to move it or, in other words, the stiffness. In the second case,
we induce motion or force output at the end-effector.

To be able to change the stiffness and force output of the
F-VSA system’s end-effector in a controlled manner, we use
the model proposed in Section 3.4. We write the Equation (6)
in simplified form as follows

Wð6�1Þ ¼ Kcð6�6ÞΔte ð6�1Þ þW0
e ð6�1Þ (9)

where Wð6�1Þ and W0
e ð6�1Þ are the force and torque vector felt by

the user at the end-effector when its position is changed by
Δte ð6�1Þ displacement vector and at the initial configuration.
Kcð6�6Þ is the stiffness matrix of the end-effector.

In fact, the stiffness matrix Kcð6�6Þ and wrench matrix at the
initial conditions W0

e ð6�1Þ are functions of the end-effector posi-

tion and orientation and eight linear motor position inputs which
are presented by Xð6�1Þ and Uð8�1Þ respectively. Thus, we can
rewrite the Equation (9) as follows

Wð6�1Þ ¼ Kcð6�6ÞðXð6�1Þ,Uð8�1ÞÞΔte ð6�1Þ

þW0
e ð6�1ÞðXð6�1Þ,Uð8�1ÞÞ

(10)

The Equation (7) and (10) allow us to predict and control the
stiffness and force output at the end-effector for a given
end-effector position and orientation Xð6�1Þ, motor positions
Uð8�1Þ, and end-effector displacement Δte ð6�1Þ. Creating and
solving these equations which include the inversion of a
(1296� 1296) matrix take 1.5 s utilizing Julia programming lan-
guage’s default functions. As it is not fast enough for real-time
control applications, we created a lookup table with stiffness
Kcð6�6Þ and initial wrench matrix W0

e ð6�1Þ for different end-

effector Xð6�1Þ and motor positions Uð8�1Þ.

4. Design of Experiment

In this section, we design an experimental protocol to test the
F-VSA system and compare the results with the model from
Section 3.4. However, the F-VSA system has many independent
parameters that make the development of control algorithms
challenging. For this reason, these experiments only target a
reduced workspace where the lookup table of part 3.5 as control

algorithm gives a direct relation between stiffness and position.
First, we characterize the stiffness K of the F-VSA system at
different control input values (U ). Then, we implement force
control at zero displacement, that is, x ¼ 0.

4.1. Experimental Setup

As shown in Figure 7a, we designed an experimental setup, to
measure the end-effector force in the entire range of motion
of the F-VSA system. This setup consists of three linear motors
(Fuyu motion) for enforcing displacement on the F-VSA system
end-effector in the x, y, and z directions and a servo motor for
enforcing rotational displacement in the θ̂ axis. The x and y linear
motors are stacked on each other, and the medium-density fiber-
board (MDF) frame of the F-VSA system is rigidly fixed to the
ŷ-axis linear motor, as shown in Figure 7. Similarly, the rotational
servo motor is affixed on the ẑ-axis linear motor and rigidly
connected to the end-effector of the F-VSA system. Attaching
the F-VSA system to the experimental setup is challenging
because of the complex motion of its end-effector. To address
this, we designed a custom 3D-printed attachment that fixes
the end-effector to the force sensor. This attachment consists
of four 4-bar linkages attached to the four vertices of the out-
of-plane mechanism. During characterization, the four-bar link-
ages convert the upward motion of the ẑ-axis linear motor into
horizontal motion, which compresses the water-bomb diagonally
and generates the out-of-plane motion. When moved in the x, y,
or θ directions, this attachment also rigidly holds the water-bomb
position at the desired displacement. A Nano17 six-axis force
sensor ATI Industrial Automation, force resolution, 12.5 mN,
is affixed to the servo motor and measures the interaction forces.
Finally, to control and communicate with the F-VSA system, we
use an Arduino Mega and a custom robot operating system
(ROS) package consisting of control algorithms and graphical
user interface (GUI).

4.2. Stiffness Modulation Experiment

We characterize the passive structural stiffness of the F-VSA
system for different sets of control inputs to the servo motors.
In this study, we only consider homogeneous inputs wherein
all the motors have the same displacement from their resting
position: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 mm. Here, a motor displacement
of 0 mm corresponds to its resting position when all the dia-
monds are fully extended and the end-effector cannot move.
At a motor displacement of 5 mm, the end-effector can move
a much larger distance. Thus, we see that the motion range of
the end-effector depends on the motor displacement due to the
flattening of the diamond patterns when fully extended.
Similarly, they are also prone to collision with neighboring dia-
mond patterns. To address this, we developed a custom algo-
rithm presented in Appendix 7.1 that calculates the allowable
range of motion of the end-effector along the 4-DoF for the given
control input value.

For every motor input condition, [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5mm], we first
find the range of motion of the end-effector in x̂, ŷ, ẑ, and θ̂ using
the aforementioned algorithm. We then define a grid of all
possible points in the xyzθ space, with a resolution of 1mm
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in x̂, ŷ, and ẑ axes, and 5 in the θ̂ axis. We then move the end-
effector to each of these points sequentially using the experimen-
tal setup, measure the output force for two seconds, and record
the average value.

4.3. Force Control Experiment

Using the model described in Section 3.4, we demonstrate force
control with the F-VSA system. We define a force field in the
x-y space using the F-VSA system to deliver the desired output.

This virtual field of forces~f is defined in the form of a vortex, as
shown in Figure 9b, and is characterized by the following linear
mapping.

k~f k ¼
(
0 if dist ¼ 0

f max
distmax�dist

distmax
else

(11)

Angleð~f Þ ¼ Angleðcp!Þ � π

2
� α (12)

where dist is the distance between the vortex center C and the
virtual point P position. The maximal distance that can be
reached by P is distmax. The maximal force amplitude f max is
reached for dist ¼ 0. Finally, α is an angle offset that orients
the vectors toward the center.

Using the experimental setup, we validate if the F-VSA system
can generate the above force field. To do so, we define a grid of
100 points in the virtual x-y space of the system, as shown in
Figure 9b. For each point, we do the following steps:
1) Calculate the desired force output using Equation (11) and (12).

2) Calculate the F-VSA system motor inputs that can provide this
force using the lookup table defined in Section 3.5. As this exper-
iment only considers 2D force control, we simplify the control
problem using only pairs of motors to generate forces along
the x̂ and ŷ directions. The link between forces direction and
corresponding motor pair is given by Table 1. 3) Move the eight
motors to the calculated positions to render the desired
interaction force. 4) Measure the force applied by the
F-VSA system in x̂ and ŷ axes using the experimental setup.
5) Move the virtual cursor to the next point.

Starting from index point 0, we carry out the steps above and
traverse through each point of the grid from index 0 to 99.

5. Experimental Results

This section presents and analyzes the results of the experiments
described in Section 4. First, we assess the precision of our
model by comparing the predicted value with the measure of
the force at the end-effector. Then, the second experiment
demonstrates that controlling the end-effector force at zero
displacement is achievable.

6 DoF 
force sensor

Platform 
mechanism

Linear stepper 
motors

Servo 
driver

(a)

Servo motor

(b)

(c)

Fixation 
pins

Bottom 
fixation

Four bar 
linkage

Low 
position

High
position

Figure 7. Experimental setup design to measure the end-effector force of the F-VSA system in all the workspace. a) The platform that uses three linear
stages to move the end-effector along the x̂, ŷ, and ẑ axis. In addition, we use a servo motor to rotate the end-effector with an angle θ̂. b) In this
experimental setup, we replace the origami platform with a custom 3D-printed one with the same mechanical behavior. The latter allows to connect
the 6-DoF force sensor between the servo motor and F-VSA system. c) Fixation pins allow to correctly position and tighten the connection between
platform and F-VSA system. In addition, to avoid unwanted motion of the attach between these two elements, we constrain the F-VSA system laterally with
a four-bar linkage mechanism and vertically using a bottom stopper.

Table 1. Relation between force vector set point and pair motors to
activate as control input.

Force X Force Y

(þ) M1x �M4x M1y �M2y

(�) M2x �M3x M3y �M4y
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5.1. Stiffness Modulation Results

The result of the experiment presented by 4.2 is represented by
Figure 8 that shows four graphs associated with the 4-DoF of
the end-effector motion: x, y, z, and θ. For ease of presentation,
we only show the results corresponding to the end-effector dis-
placement in a single axis at a time. The top-left and -right graphs
correspond to the force output during uniaxial displacement in x̂
and ŷ axes, respectively. Similarly, the bottom-left and -right graphs
correspond to uniaxial displacement in ẑ and θ̂ axes, respectively.
In all graphs, the markers correspond to the measured data, and
the continuous curves correspond to the model prediction. The dif-
ferent colors correspond to the control inputs. From Figure 8, we
see that for different motor inputs, the passive stiffness at the end-
effector is different with the largest change in the x̂, ŷ, and ẑ axes.

For the x̂ and ŷ axes, the end-effector force acts diagonally
across the diamond patterns and therefore induces a moment
at the compliant hinges. With increasing motor input, the
moment arm of this diagonal force increases, inducing a larger
moment. As a result, we see a decrease in the end-effector stiffness
with an increase in motor input. In the ẑ axis, the external dia-
monds extend for a positive displacement and compress for a neg-
ative displacement. Similarly, the forces are also transformed into
diagonal forces during displacement in the ẑ axis. Therefore, we
observe a similar pattern for the ẑ axis’ stiffness that decreases
with increasingmotor displacement. Finally, during rotation along
the θ̂ axis, four of the external diamonds are extended, and four are
compressed. These two effects cancel each other up to some
extent, which is why we observe a lesser effect on the stiffness.

The differences between the model and measured values can be
attributed to the pretension in the compliant hinges, which is due
to inconsistencies in the manufacturing process. This pretension
has slight dissimilarities among the different compliant joints and
is difficult to assess accurately. In this experiment, we assume the
joints to be identical and the resting position of the F-VSA system
to be at the center. The inaccuracies of this assumption lead to the
asymmetry observed between x̂ axis and ŷ axis results.

We reported the maximal forces generated by the F-VSA
system along the x̂, ŷ, ẑ, and θ̂ axis in Table 2.

5.2. Force Control Results

The result of the experiment described by 4.3 is given in
Figure 9b that shows the desired versus measured forces in
the force field in the area defined in the x-y space.
Similarly, Figure 9c shows the desired versus measured
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Figure 8. Stiffness characterization of the F-VSA system: comparison between the force measured (scatter plot) and predicted by our model (solid line)
for the translation along two axes, rotation, and normal displacement of the F-VSA system end-effector. To reduce the problem dimensions, we only
represented displacement starting from the origin and along one axis at the time for a height of 4 mm. Moreover, the motor displacement programmed
for the experiment is the same for the eight servo and consists of a uniform reduction of the arms of 5 mm. The theoretical values are read from the model
presented in Section 3.4.

Table 2. The performance of the F-VSA system: the first column
represents the maximal theoretical displacement, while the maximal
measured forces are in the second column.

Maximal features

Range of motion Measured force

Planar translation �12.5 mm 4.7 N

Normal translation �8 mm 10 N

Rotation �65° 0.41 Nm
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force values in the x̂ and ŷ directions, measured in sequence,
while traversing through the grid points in the force field. We
observe good agreement between the model and experiments
with root mean square (RMS) errors of 0.74 N in x̂ and
0.94 N in ŷ. This demonstrates the capabilities of the F-VSA
system to recreate any other force field or impedance by adapting
the presented method.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

SEAs and VSAs are two methods commonly used for applications
requiring stable force control performance. SEAs suffer from lim-
ited bandwidth due to the constant stiffness of their elastic ele-
ments. Although VSAs offer a solution by adding the capability
to vary the stiffness of elastic elements, they suffer from mechan-
ical complexity and bulkiness as they require several components
for actuation, series elasticity, transmission, and structural sup-
port. In this article, we present F-VSA, a novel method to address
the mechanical complexity of VSAs. F-VSA combines the ele-
ments of elasticity, transmission, and variable stiffness using a
repeated folding network made of flexure joints. These joints both
define the kinematics of a system and act as virtual springs. F-VSA

can render different stiffness values by modulating its geometry
by virtue of its design. Thus, it significantly reduces the number
of components and parts needed compared with VSAs.
Furthermore, the MSA-based stiffness modeling strategy enables
active control of the force and stiffness output.

Using the F-VSA method, we designed and developed a
4-DoF system with three translations and one rotation. The device
can actively induce force output and motion during interaction
and change its stiffness along its DoFs. To apply force and stiff-
ness control, we modeled the device using the MSA method and
characterized it to validate the model. Then, we conducted a com-
prehensive force control experiment and illustrated that the device
successfully generates a force with any direction and amplitude
within the device’s boundaries. The results show that this design
principle can be extended for creating a myriad of multi-DoF devi-
ces with tunable stiffness and force output.

Future studies will investigate the inverse kinematic and
stiffness model. This will enable the optimization of the F-VSA
system design parameters to get the desired mechanical perfor-
mance in force, stiffness, and motion range adapted for a specific
application. In addition, there is a need to improve the current
control strategy that limits the use of the F-VSA system to con-
figurations associated with a unique stiffness output. Second, we

Set point

Lookup table

Haptigami 
platform

Force 
set point

Measured 
force

Control 
input

(a)

(c)

Force set points pattern(b)

X Force Y Force

index

0.0 4.0 7.9
Force (N)

Legend

Force profile

Figure 9. Control of the F-VSA system to render a vortex-shaped force field. a) Algorithm used for force tracking: a lookup table returns the motor control
inputs associated with the current end-effector position input and desired force set point. In this experiment, the end-effector position is fixed and set to 0.
After control of the linear actuators, we measured the force at the end-effector. b,c) The comparison between set point and the average of the measures
for over four runs. We sent 100 set points in a vortex shape represented by (b) and compared it with the measured X and Y force values. The result is
shown in (b) as vectors and in (c) as plots.
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will implement additional sensors to monitor metrics such as
system geometry or output variables like the force or torque.
This will allow closed-loop control and further improve precision.
Then, future studies need to consider the plastic deformations of
the F-VSA joints under large deformations,[52] which is ignored
in our current MSA modeling. Finally, one assumption of this
study was that the initial resting positions of the compliant joints
are well known. However, inaccurate values or dissimilar resting
positions among the repeating elements lead to discrepancies
between the model and observed mechanical properties.

Regardless of these limitations, the work presented in this
article constitutes a new approach to designing compact, scalable,
variable stiffness devices with multi-DoF. Similar to VSA, this
technology provides safe human–robot interactions for applica-
tions such as rehabilitation, or assistive devices. Moreover,
increasing the compliant mechanisms’ compactness enables
the implementation of more functionalities in devices with space
constraints such as wearable technologies. The F-VSA low size and
numerous DoF also offer better compatibility with the human
complex biomechanics and allow the development of haptic devi-
ces with numerous functionalities or enhanced control interfaces.

7. Appendix

7.1. Workplace Determination

The complex structure of the F-VSA system makes some config-
urations not achievable for the two following reasons. First, the
diamonds cannot be extended more than two times the size of
their side length. Second, during compression, the diamonds
expand laterally, leading to constraints in terms of space.
Indeed, the more the diamonds are compressed, the more the
diamonds are prone to get in contact with each other. In this
regard, we developed an algorithm able to assess if the
Haptigami configuration is correct, given its motor and end-
effector position. From these two inputs, this function, called
isHaptigamiCorrect, deduces the position of all Haptigami’s ver-
tices and checks if the two aforementioned conditions are
respected. To compute our device workspace, we use
isHaptigamiCorrect inside Algorithm 1. The latter tests the con-
figuration for several motor and end-effector positions and
returns the list of possible configurations. The final workspace

is given by Table 2 and allows 12.5mm in x and y displacement,
65° in rotation, and 8mm for the normal displacement.

7.2. Matrix Structural Analysis

As described by Section 2.2, the first step when applying theMSA
method is to describe the system as a set of matrix equations. Let
Wi and Dti be, respectively, the six force and six displacements
variables associated with node i. As our system is composed of
109 nodes, the total number of variables is 1308. As indicated by
Klimchik et al.,[43] the equations for the elements of the F-VSA
system presented in Section 3.4, that is 1) flexible links, 2) flexible
platform, 3) passive joints, 4) elastic joints, 5) passive/elastic
joints, 6) elastic supports, and 7) external loadings, are as follows:

Flexible Links: connects two nodes i and j thought stiffness
coefficients associated with the forces and stiffness variables
Wi and Δti. Each link gives a system of 12 equations, resulting
in an aggregated matrix of 624 rows, as presented later.

½f�Iijg fKijg � ⋅ fWijg
fΔtijg

� �
¼ 0 (A1)

Flexible platform: is a set of n nodes connected to the end-
effector thought stiffness coefficients, similar to the flexible link
case. The F-VSA system has four nodes linked to the end-effector
to create the platform, which results in 30 equations presented as

f�Iijg fKij
12x12g

0 fKij
12x12g

" #
⋅

fWijg
fΔtijg

� �
¼ 0

Wext

� �
(A2)

with Wext being the external force applied to the end-effector.
Passive Joints: are used to connect the F-VSA system’s platform

to the rest of the system. Each passive joint creates 12 equations,
giving a total of 48 rows in its matrix form.

0 fΛr
i , � Λr

j g
fΛr

i ,Λr
j g 0

fΛp
i g 0

fΛp
j g 0

2
6664

3
7775 ⋅

fWijg
fΔtijg

� �
¼ 0 (A3)

assuming all initial conditions null. In this equation, Λ is a matrix
made from the joint’s orthonormal basis. Λr is an aggregation of
the base’s vector along the rigid directions, while Λp only consid-
ers the base’s vectors along which the motion is free to occur.

Elastic Joints: connect four nodes to create two joints in the
F-VSA system’s diamonds. Each joint creates 12 equations, giv-
ing an aggregated matrix of 288 rows. The elastic joint matrix is

0 fΛr
i , � Λr

j g
fIi, Ijg 0
fΛe

ig f�Ke
iL

e
i ,K

e
jΛe

jg

2
4

3
5 ⋅

fWijg
fΔtijg

� �
¼ 0 (A4)

considering the initial condition null. In this case, Ke is the stiff-
ness matrix of the joint along its DoF, and Λp is replaced by Λe

but serves the same function.
Passive–Elastic Joints: the planar part of the F-VSA system is

connected to the popup mechanism through four passive–elastic
joints. The latter are two-DoF joints whose x̂ axis has been rotated
to point toward the platform, acting as elastic joint along the ẑ

Algorithm 1. Algorithm used to compute the possible workspace of the
Haptigami.

motor Pos ! list of motor positions

EF Pos ! list endef f ector positions in x, y, z, α

conf igList ! empty list

for all mP in motor Pos

for all pos in EF Pos

if isHaptigamiCorrectðmP, posÞ
conf igList.appendð½mP, pos�Þ

end if

end for

end for
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axis and passive joint along the ŷ axis. As all four joints are inter-
connected for each of the four central nodes, all four joints are
interconnected, and each cluster creates 54 equations, for a total
of 216 equations. The matrix of a passive–elastic joint is given by

0 fΛr
i , � Λr

j g
fΛr

i ,Λr
j g 0

fΛp
i g 0

fΛe
ig f�Ke

iΛe
i ,K

e
jΛe

jg

2
6664

3
7775 ⋅

fWijg
fΔtijg

� �
¼ 0 (A5)

with no preloading of the joints.
Elastic Support: similar to the elastic joints, they are used to

connect the F-VSA system to the support. Each of them gives
6 equations, for a total of 96 equations. The matrix form of a elas-
tic support is

0 fΛr
i , � Λr

j g
fΛe

ig f�Ke
iΛe

i ,K
e
jΛe

j g
� �

⋅
fWijg
fΔtijg

� �
¼ 0 (A6)

with no preloading of the joints.
External Loadings: apply the following set of equations for

every node is applied under an external wrench We

½�I6�6 0 � ⋅ fWijg
fΔtijg

� �
¼ We (A7)

Concatenating Equation (A1) to (A7) while making sure to
aggregate the platform equation finally gives the system of
Equation (2). Finally, A, B, C, and D can be extracted from this
matrix and we use Equation (4).

7.3. Modeling Example: MSA Applied to a Diamond

This subsection applied the method described in Section 2.2 to a
single diamond of the system described by nodes 1–9 in Figure 6 b.
It is worth noting that the F-VSA system’s stiffness can only be
found using the MSA to the whole system at once. Therefore, this
subsection is just a detailed example to help the reader understand
how to apply the MSA to a simple submechanism (Figure 10).

7.3.1. System Description and Force–Displacement Relations

As represented by Figure 6b, a single diamond is composed of
nine nodes that define four links and six joints. The total number
of variables is

number of nodes� 6 displacements vars� 6wrench vars (A8)

hence 108.
Flexible Links: Four links give a total of 48 equations, leading to

the following matrix

�I12�12 0 0 0 K12
12�12 0 0 0

0 �I12�12 0 0 0 K34
12�12 0 0

0 0 �I12�12 0 0 0 K56
12�12 0

0 0 0 �I12�12 0 0 0 K78
12�12

2
664

3
775
48�108

(A9)

Elastic Joints and Support: We assume all joints elastic with a
stiffness k and one-DoF along ẑ. Therefore, one can write

Λr ¼

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0

2
66664

3
77775;Λe ¼ ½0 0 0 0 0 1 � (A10)

The joints between nodes 2,3 and 6,7 create 24 equations and
lead to the following matrix

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Λr �Λr 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Λr �Λr 0 0
0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 Λe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 kΛe �kΛe 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 Λe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 kΛe �kΛe 0 0

2
6666664

3
7777775
24�108

(A11)

As the joints between 4, 9, and 5 are grouped, we can combine
6 equations and write the 18 equation system such as

Node Link
1 DoF elastic joint with 
stiffness k 

1
2 3

4

5
67

8

9 End effector

Figure 10. MSA model of a single diamond: A single diamond and its end-effector is modeled by nine nodes, four links, and six joints. We consider the
links flexible and the joints elastic along one-DoF with stiffness k. The linear actuator is considered as the support and the floating node nine as the end-
effector.
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �Λr

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Λr 0 0 0 �Λr

0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
0 0 0 Λe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 kΛe 0 0 0 0 �kΛe

0 0 0 0 Λe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 kΛe 0 0 0 �kΛe

2
66664

3
77775
18�108

(A12)

Finally, this system has two elastic joints linked to the support
which lead to 12 equations

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Λr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Λr 0
Λe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �kΛe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Λe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �kΛe 0

2
664

3
775
12�108

(A13)

External loadings: are used to constrain the system at the end-
effector. We assume that no load is applied on the end-effector,
that is, We ¼ 0

½0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �6�108

(A14)

gives the last six equations.

7.3.2. Matrix Aggregation

Concatenating Equation (A8)–(A15) gives the following system

A102�102 B102�6
C6�102 D6�6

� �
⋅ μ

Δte

� �
¼ 0102�1 (A15)

with A an invertible square matrix.

7.3.3. Solving the System

Finally, as shown in 2.2, we use Equation (4) and (5) to find the
stiffness matrix Kc6�6 or the constant force component W0

e .
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